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For me it is an amazing painting, made by pencil or grey,
black and white paints. The color is very well matched
and makes the lion lively. It is really deep. I think all lines
are made very accurately and clearly to emphasize the
performance in a very realistic way. As we focus on the
mouth we will see perfect outlines representing the 3D
structure. The lion is placed in a lateral position to show
us its perfect outline. Despite the arrangement, we see a
beautiful mane showing that the lion is the king. We see
only one lion profile, followed by a blurred background.
Probably the author wanted us to pay attention to the
beautiful outlines of the lion, so that the background
would not distract us from it.

When I look at this picture, I see the king of the jungle who is in control of everything. The lion is a sign of power
and strength. It shows that you cannot give up. Each scratch shows also the beauty of this animal. Beauty and
strength. Showing what people are missing today and what they can't believe.
I do not know the author or the place where this work was done, but looking at it, I think it was a work done by
a tattoo artist. I think so because it looks like a tattoo design. Perfect shades, realistic depiction. It can be a
tattoo for a person whose zodiac sign is a lion, or for a person who identifies with strength and willingness to
fight like a lion. For a person who, despite difficulties, does not give up and fights. A person who protects his
loved ones.

• Marcelina

Edvard Munch is widely recognized as a great painting master.
Tragic events had a huge impact on the work of Edvard Munch,
because the motive of death has permanently appeared in his works.
The painting "Scream" was created in 1893 and belongs to the series
"Frieze of Life". It shows the characteristic style in which he painted
his works. It is certainly distinguished by an extremely strongly
outlined contour, fairly smooth line, dark color palette and their
variety. The picture "Scream" is expressive. The slightly deformed
face of the figure visible in the work expresses horror, which is
suggested by open mouths, as if ready to scream. The recipient,
however, has the impression that it is a silent cry of desperation silence that goes with the inability to make any sound. Behind the
person are two shadows, probably chasing a desperate person. The
background of this scenery is filled with sea in black and strong gray.
It seems that this means the inability to escape from the pursuit and
the scream of the creature visible in the picture.

•

Barbara

The document is a painting, a piece of art called
''The Sreeam'' by Edward Munch. This work was
painted in 1893. It deals with radical and timeless
expression of human fear.
The scene takes place on a beach, acurately on a
pier. Most of the painting is taken by blue, rough
sea. Above water, we can notive very fiery skyyellow ang orange colours, which can represent a
sunset. In this piece of art, we can observe three
characters - 2 in the background, which are not
very visible and one in the foreground- the main
character, which attracts watcher's attention by its
fear, opened mouth and hands touch its face with
anxiety.

The aim of this painting is showing that in these times fear did not be unfamiliar for people. Perhabs the
painter wanted to convey the impression of the beauty of a nature in contrast to fear. I think that Munch
briliantly showed this contrast by shoking the watcher. In my point of view , I claim that this is psychological
picture revealing true, human nature.

• Dominika

The picture which i would like to describe is quite
minimalistic at first sight. But the longer we observe it
and think about it ,the more we can see .At first glance
we can say that the painting shows two hugging
bananas at the black background, but after few minutes
spent at trying hard to see something more there ,I saw
that the painting presents very important social
features. The black background could be just a black
background, but in my opinion, it is a symbol of
problems, difficulties, negativity, wrong feelings in
human life. Sometimes the situation in our life is being
so difficult that it fills our whole life and we can't stop
thinking about it .I think that the banana number 1.(on
the left side ) is in that kind of situation now ,that is
why he has turned his ,,back'' to the banana number 2(on the right) he suffers and wants only to die in
loneliness ,but banana no.2 will not let him to do this. Banana no.2 is the best friend of banana no.1 and will
never leave him alone in such terrible situation. He sacrifices himself by ripping his skin off to hug and support
someone who need him so much. On the right side of the painting we can notice that the black background is
less black that on the left one. That is a proof that our loved ones can bring the light to our lives in a critical
moment, they can't solve our problems immediately but without them our background would be so much darker,
and life so much harder.

PS: I had fell in love with this painting when i just saw it. It is simple, funny and deep at the same time. I hope
I would have an opportunity to find it somewhere, buy and hang on my bedroom wall.

• Julia

This picture comes from “Rammstein’s” video
clip entitled “Amerika”. When I first looked at it,
I felt confused as characters put in there doesn’t
fit. Santa Claus from Coca Cola Advertisement
handing over gifts to African children. Quite
unusual look I must admit. Children in frames
like that can be observed in some refugee crisis
videos or something similar, so ordinary people
will give their money up to solve such problems,
what sells better than look of starving children.

I guess this picture and whole song was supposed to awake our awareness of progressing globalization. Everyone
knows who the Mickey Mouse is, who is the first man to put his foot on the surface of the moon, who brings
you gifts in December. This picture forces us to reflect if this what we want, if we want to give up our culture,
our history and ultimately ourselves and replace it with Amerika, if we really want to be them…

• Patryk

The picture shows the scene of
Jesus' last supper with the
apostles. It has thirteen figures
sitting on one side of the table
so that they are all facing the
viewer. In the central part, there
is Christ, he is slightly larger
than the apostles and as the
only one he is not obscured by
other figures, moreover - he is
distinguished by an arch above
his head. The arch is placed in
the background, it is a
decoration over the window,
and yet gives the illusion of a
halo. Jesus is dressed in orange
and green robes. Turns his
head to the left. On his right is a figure identified as Jan, and by some as Maria Magdalena (in fact the face
seems rather feminine). This figure is a mirror image of Jesus - clearly deflects to the right, and her robes are a
colour reflection of Jesus' clothing. The whole picture is based on the symmetrical arrangement: Jesus in the
centre and the apostles in four groups of three apostles. The whole work is rather dark, bright spots on the
tablecloth and walls stand out.
Leonardo da Vinci presented the moment when Christ declares that one of the disciples will betray him. That is
why there is a stir on the faces of the apostles. Emotions also betray their gestures - everyone accepts these
words differently, more or less violently, in disbelief, anger or resignation. As the fourth from the left is Judas,
leaning firmly on the table, he is not, as it has been generally pointed out so far, isolated, rejected by the apostles.
Only Jesus seems completely calm, he is as if absent from the spirit, lost in thoughts, pondering his own destiny.

The picture shows a hand holding a knife, just behind the third apostle in a group of students sitting at Jesus'
right hand. Due to the poor condition of the work, it was thought for some time that, if you count all the hands
in the picture, it is redundant and does not belong to anyone. However, it is quite easy to see now that it is
Piotr's hand and the number of hands in the picture is correct. Peter's violent reaction to Jesus' words and the
fact that he holds a knife in his hand may refer to later events in the Olive Garden, where Peter, defending
Jesus, cuts off Malchus (one of the attackers) ear with his sword. There is also an interpretation according to
which the blade pointed at Bartholomew is to remind of his martyrdom.
It is hard to call the "Last Supper" a fresco, although it was painted on the wall. However, the frescoes were
painted on still wet plaster, so their creators had to hurry with the performance. Leonardo used his own
technique, thanks to which he could create work for up to three years. However, this technique turned out to
be impermanent and the "Last Supper", despite many renovations, is not in the best condition, and some details
have been lost forever.

• Agata

The work I am describing is a painting. I chose it because of a
special assortment of colors. I do not know the title of this art,
but I will call it “Fascination between lovers”. I suspect that the
author used pastels. An image is slightly blur, it gives better
effect to the whole. Brown colors prevail in the painting. This
makes that the art is warmish and pleasing. The coloration is
a little dark, but still fresh, rousing. The theme of the art is love.
In the centre we see a couple, they are dressed very elegant,
formal like on the special occasion. She has a red, cling, sexy
dress with a slit. On her foot are high heels. Her hair are pined.
He has a suit and a red tie, which matches to her outfit. I can
suspect if they know each other earlier, but when I look on an
intimacy between them, I am sure, that they really love each
other. He is holding her back in a safe place, very politely. We
see their arousal, which is still rising. They are very close, touch
themselves, look in the eyes. Their pose shows that they know
what to do, they like dancing. They behave as nobody is around
them. It is pleasant to look on them. Just they, nothing more
is important. It can be a marriage or a couple who met 1 month
ago, we do not know. I am sure, that their love is very strong.
Behind them we see a man, who is observing the couple, he
seems to be impressed, too. Also he is dressed in a suit. He is
drinking something, probably a beer. I surmise that they are in
an unimposing pub, where you can drink some alcohol and
dance to a jazz music. On the wall hangs a sizeable poster,
which rivets attention. Tables are accessories, cover with a white tablecloth. It gives some contrast, snowy color
with the others, dark.
I really like this painting. It has something which I appreciate. I love watching so strong agitation, emotions
between people. Additionally, warm colors make that I feel peace. I will willingly see such couple in a real life.

• Wiktoria

The painting shows an iron bridge that is slowly
being eaten by the rust and passing time. It is
covered in red roses happily climbing up on the
components of the bridge that seems to be about to
collapse. These flowers might symbolize the joy of
nature that is in love with the idea of slowly being
reborn after people left the place. On the surface of
the bridge there is a fox tardily walking towards its
end. It gives the painting calm, soft and harmonious
mood.
In my opinion this painting reflects thoughts of an
average person considering humans as main factor
that is responsible for destroying or at least
interrupting natural ecosystem quite acutely.

On the other hand, because the painting is created by the use of sad, mostly bland colours, it may also refer to
the view based on the negative perception connected with lack of human race- the sadness, silence and feeling
of emptiness caused by die-off of human beings.
As always, there could be a lot of different interpretations of just one piece of art. How one would interpret the
painting, depends on his/her own mental state, emotions or experience.

• Kamil

Zdzisław Beksiński’s painting AF75 straight away brings
depressive atmosphere through the use of bland, dark,
broken colors and constant tone of colors. The composition is
made in such a way that our eyes fall immediately on the
three characters in the front. The first one we see is a big
creature, covered in such many items that it’s hard to
understand who he really is. Is he a deformed human or a
representation of a society? His head is put on a possibly
child’s head – he is small, skinny and he heads towards the
direction he is pointed towards. In the back, right after the big
creature, we can see a shadow, maybe of a man, who is riding
a horse. He is wearing a mask (or maybe that indeed is his
real face?) similar to the ones used during plagues.
The mood is rather sad, static, but the painting itself is really
depressive. For me it talks specifically about depression itself.
If we focus on that creature more, he might be the
representation of scary thoughts and to make us realize that
it will always take us to the most scary and darkest places in
our minds. His big hands can be seen as the society and its
expectations towards every human being. We can even see a
cross on his chest, which may suggest the religion itself and
also its influence on us. Because of his overall look, he gives
a feeling of a scary creature. He also might be presented in
such way because we can’t never be sure who controls us in
the social medias – he indeed has a small device which may
suggest a phone or just technology. We can be bullied online
easily and anonymous hate can come from everyone. We are
like puppets, following orders and trying hard to fit into world that doesn’t understand us.
If we focus more on the boy, he might not even be a child. We can’t see his face because its painted by white
paint, making him look like a ghost or a shell of who he used to be. From a very young age we all are put through
trials, we have to deal with harsh reality of life and people who spread hate everywhere they go. All of that makes
me think that he really is not a boy: he is shown in such way so we can see how small we are in front of the
depression. Without help we can only follow the pointed through it direction which may be our death end.
Death is always near us, which we can see behind the big creature. The man or just the death is rushing,
following us, he is always there in the corner.

We can see snow, dark shadows, scary background of unfriendly colors. That suggests depression even more,
because it is always cold with it, you can’t see the beauty of life or a warm sunshine. It’s always cold and scary,
such as the creature.
I believe that it might be a painting to raise awareness. We all go through something difficult, we all have to
endure things which we might not be ready to fight with yet. There’s a lot of lost souls who are dealing with
depression. They might be killing themselves in their minds everyday. It’s up to us to help them as much as we
can and never leave them alone with scary creature they thoughts has created to make their lives harder.
However, the most beautiful thing in this piece of art is that everyone can see something different through it.
It’s very universal and can touch very different themes.

• Weronika

The painting that I chose is a simple one. Colours are mostly bright
with the exception of the man's shirt. Everything is mixed together
nicely. Tone is constant. The texture is flat. Behind the man we can
see his shadow. The main characters in this painting are a woman
and a man. We don't know how or when they met. The are in the
motion of kissing. Over their head we can see what drives their
action. A man has has some feelings for his companion. For woman
on the other hand is just another lover she meets on her way. Mood
of the painting is half romantic and half sad. We can observe that
feelings came only from one person. Form of the painting is flat. We
cannot see much detail. Lighting comes from the left side. It looks
natural. Characters are close to each other. Even though they are
kissing the paitning looks static. We cannot feel any movement. The
theme is realistic. Especially for those times. I think that the painting
was painted in impressionist style

• Adrian

•

The painting shows two people - a woman and a man in a
pose of a kiss. Both figures have their faces covered with
white wrapper which make that we cannot see the emotions
they express. Covered faces signify that for them appearance
does not matter and that they pay attention only to character.
It can also imply that love is blind. More important than the
appearance is the interior and this is the basic factor of love
that we see in the painting. White wrapper can be a symbol
of purity and intimacy. Covered heads symbolize some
mystery that exists between lovers in the picture. Only the
man and the woman know how they look and what they want
to hold back. We can see that lovers are inside the building
because in the background we can see walls. The painting is
remain shrouded in mystery because of their covered faces
and dark background. This painting draws curiosity and
interest to the observer.
Main and actually the only ones characters have obscured heads because they want to show their emotions
only to them or maybe their relationship is illegal similarly to the one which had Romeo and Juliet.
On the other hand, lovers can have covered heads because in some cultures couples or even spouses can’t show
emotions to each other. They can only show love when they are alone, emotions are banned like kisses or even
hold hands.
There could be a lot of different interpretations of this painting because it depends on our own emotions and
experience.

• Patrycja

Zdzisław Beksiński was a Polish surrealist artist, known by creating
disturbing images reminiscent of a post-apocalyptic world. Painting
that I chose is good representation of that description. Dim and
earthly colors combined with artificial light create unsetting
combination. Composition is also peculiar, because it is the interior,
that floor is covered with moss and mushrooms with the window in
the center.
Although the main focus in this painting is on the three figures. Two
of them are in the room, they more look like old clothes shape into
humanoid form, than actual persons. They are on the opposite sites
of the room and they look like they are arguing with each other.
Third figure is in the frame of the window. It looks like starving kids
with blind eyes.
When it comes to mood of this painting, it is very unsettling and
thought-provoking.

•

Natalia

Rene Magritte was a Belgian artist. He became best known for his
surrealistic thought-provoking paintings, as they present common
objects in an unusual setting and to this day challenge their
viewers' perception of reality. His works remain an inspiration for
artists of various genres. Amongst his extraordinary creations, we
can find a painting titled "The Son of Man" which happens to be
my favourite. It as painted in 1964, in the period of Surrealism
and it is regarded as one of Magritte's most famous works. It is an
autoportrait in the creation of which he used oil paining method
on a canvas.
In the foreground of the painting is an elegant man in a suit
with a white button-up shirt along with a red tie visible from
underneath, and a bowler hat against a stone wall separating him
from the sea. Above the sea, there are grey clouds presumably
preceding the storm. In front of the man's face is a green apple
that seems to be drifting in the air, which makes his face almost
completely invisible. The painting's colouring is relatively dark.
Everything presented on it seems dirty and dim and has a grey
undertone. It is a polychromatic painting, as different colours and
tones were used but they are certainly not rich and bright.
Straight away we notice the almost ideal symmetry of it. The light, however, seems to be hitting from the left.
Even though the scenery presented on the work is outdoors, the light does not exactly remind of a natural
one. It looks as if a lamp illuminated on the silhouette of the man in an attempt to focus our attention oh him
or as if the sky in front of him was clear, unlike what we observe in the background. However, it is still not a
very bright light. The composition of the painting is open due to the extending wall, sea and our lack of
knowledge of what is in front of the man, or what makes the apple float. Another type of composition we can
distinguish is static. There is no impression of motion. The man is standing still and although the apple may
be falling, we assume it is hovering.

The concept of a covered face, or lack of it, constantly appeared on Magritte's paintings. Perhaps these masks
and covers allow a proper perception of people, objects or events presented on them. But because each of his
paintings is more of a story with a deep, meaningful message and not just a beautiful picture, each viewer
interprets "The Son of Man" differently. The most common explanation is that the painting shows a modern
descendant of biblical Adam. And the apple symbolizes the temptations which still haunt people in the
modern world. And as much as I notice and understand the reference to religion, I choose to interpret the
painting in my way. To me, the dark sky behind the man symbolises the world and society we live in. Dark
clouds suggest an upcoming storm which reflects human actions leading to a tragedy. Those may be air
pollution, wars or intolerance which are slowly ruing our reality. The man is a symbol of the establishment
with bad intentions and the apple can be its way to distract us. The face of the establishment is covered by a
fruit which signifies health, joy, wealth, perfection and many more. We suspect the establishment's
wrongdoings but we are constantly blinded by the "beautiful mask" it is wearing so unconsciously we
participate in them, putting our world in danger.
In conclusion, the work of art may look inconspicuous at first glance, but it can be misleading. It has a deep
hidden meaning that can be interpreted differently by everyone depending on their attitude or experience. I
like the painting very much and I am considering purchasing a faithful copy of it. The work led me to deep
reflection, and the analysis of it, although time-consuming, was a great pleasure.

• Paulina

‘Mobile Lovers’ appeared in Bristol, United

Kingdom, in April 2014. It was created on a wall
owned by Broad Plains Boys Club on Clement
Street by Banksy- an anonymous controversial
England-based street artist who is known for
commenting current political and social issues.
The mural shows a couple in a close embrace, but
they are distracted and checking their phones over
the other’s shoulder. Their faces stand out from a
dark background because of the light from
devices. The whole mural is black and white and
seems to be very simple but thanks to that we can
focus on the main idea- the relationship in an age
of technology.
This image is a comment on the social issue. It
shows that because of technology people started
to drift apart. The lovers live next to each other
and not with each other. Even in this intimate
moment such as a hug they pay attention only to their smartphones. They are probably checking social media,
so we can assume that they prefer stalking someone’s else lives instead of focusing on theirs own. Moreover,
they can be even jealous about others and as a result they may not see and appreciate their own happiness.
This problem concerns a lot of today’s couples as well as friends or families relations. The main aim of this
mural is to draw our attention to our relationships and to forewarn us of avoiding the lovers’ mistake.

• Kinga

In the picture we can see a small figure of an elephant. However, at first
glance you can see that this is not an ordinary elephant. The elephant’s
appearance is unusual, a bit reminiscent of a human. By looking at the
figure, the very first thought is about Indian style, which in fact it is.
The animal sits and has four hands, which each is holding an object.
The whole body is covered with rich ornaments, a crown is placed on
the head, and there are scepters on each side of the shoulders. The
whole figure is made of something resembling stone, and it shines
bright in the light. The texture is rough, cold, and rocky. Moreover, it is
really hefty. The tone of the figure is made in the deep shade of black
and gray colors.
In Indian culture, elephants represent happiness and are also a symbol
of power and wisdom. Hindus worship these animals to this day. There
is also a myth explaining why the elephant depicts itself on the human
body, what is more, this myth associated with the Goddess Parvati and
God Shiva.
This figure came from Sri Lanka, and it has many years. I received the
elephant as a gift from my dad. I think that it is one of the most
beautiful things I got. Pictures definitely do not reflect the beauty,
brightness, and roughness of the stone.

• Wiktoria

Maybe you think that is just a photo of a little figure. You can see
here small, white, ceramic reindeer standing on the table. But it is
not just a thing. Ernie, that is his name, is with us from many
years. It is a kind of a family amulet.
I have just taken a photo of it. Now when I look at it, I see him
standing with all of his majesty. He seems to be pretty happy and
carefree. I cannot even guess what is he thinking about. Maybe he
is cold? Should I give him a scarf? Or maybe he wants something
to eat? Maybe he is one of Santa Claus helpers? If yes, then Ernie
is probably that one reindeer which leads others to success. His
large horns symbolise his powerful personality. I can also colour
his nose with red paint and then he will look like a Rudolph (this
one with shiny nose). But I like him better this way. He is amazing
just the way he is. Thanks to him every single child on the world
will receive a Christmas gift. It is wonderful!
You have to remember that this is just my interpretation. You will
probably see him in a different way, but your mind must stay open.
Beauty is often hidden inside of our souls.

• Jagoda

I’ve decided to choose and describe Banksy’s work. It’s a picture of a
mother and her punk son, which immadiately has drewn my
attention. It’s a modern urban art. There’s something thoughtprovoking what touches me deeply, probably more because I’m a
mother of a son..? I think so.
For me it’s a picture of love, the greatest love of mother to her son. I
can see there something really unique deep and pure. It’s
unconditional love. I can’t imagine any stronger and purest feeling
to other person. I don’t think that everyone or even every mother
can love her child that way. It’s rare, because they are very
different…The mother seems to be a very traditional woman and he’s
rather a kind of rebel, he’s distinctive. They differs much. He
definately isn’t the kind of „boy” whose traditional mother would
show off to impress other traditional mothers. But she loves him, no
matter how does he look and what doeas he fight for. She does not
judge him, supports him, takes care of him - We can see how she
helps him to prepare to some revolt, she won’t go with him but she
will do everything to ready him. She seems to treat him like a little
boy, because to her he will always be her innocent little son.
In conclusion, for me it’s an incerdibly deep touching and beautiful
picture of the purest, unconditional and infinite love. I hope to be
able to this kind of love.

• Marta

So first I would like to start with the colours on
the picture. They are for sure stimulating. They
are showed in contrast way. The collors are pretty
cool and they encourage viewer to pay attention
on them. When we are looking on the picture,
they seem to
be smooth.
The picture is created with shapes, I would like
to say by shadows also. Structure is very simple.
We have a person who is jumping above the void.
The picture is in my opinion well balanced. The
shapes are separated.
Mood for me is very inspiring. Emotions seem to
be happy, energetic. They are for sure exciting.
The picture is in 2D specific format. Lightning
plays a key role.
We have the sun in the middle. It make picture to
look warm. The sun makes it deep and cool.
We are looking at the picture from front position. It is showed clearly. We see everything. I would like to say
that it is from profile side. We are not far away from the event. Moreover, for me It is very domestic. I feel
better when I'm looking at this picture. It is for sure imaginary.
It is showed in new, clean style. Pictures like this are now vert trendy and modern.
Personally, for me it has a deep meaning. We have a man who is jumping on the other side. His jump is
ridiculous. He is jumping above the void.
Void is a symbol of his problems, struggles. He is trying to catch the sun. The sun is very important. It gives
colour to the picture, but it is also his destination.
Maybe it is his dream or thing that he always wanted to do. How about the impossible word? As we can see it
is destroying. We can accept that he stepped on this.
He used impossible to achieve his goals. He broke all his barriers. He catched the sun and he is still running
for more.
The word impossible is very depressing. We are always hearing that something is impossible. Dont be mad.
You can be whoever you want.
You can do everything, just belive. Our void, our struggles, we cant let them catch us. Dont fall out, push
there impossible and enjoy your next steps.
Always achieve high things, always jump high.

• Wiktor

Painting that I want to show you is a
painting that I made by myself. I painted it
last year. I don't have it anymore because I
gave it to charity auction (WOŚP). I want to
tell you something about this painting.
It shows a bird. This bird is a blackbird (in
polish – kos). I think that blackbirds are
beautiful. They are all black and have an
orange beak. They look so minimalist, aren't
they? I love minimalism.
The bird on a painting is taking cherries. I
think that everybody in life want to reach
their goals. This bird wants to reach cherries,
because it's hungry. But cherries (for me) are
symbols of something more. For me, cherries
are symbol of love and feminity. Maybe this
bird is searching for love, for a loving woman,
it doesn't treat cherries only as food but
something more.
All painting has natural colours. The tone of
colours is varied. I used tempera paints. The composition is balanced. The texture is flat.
I love this painting. It reminds me of my lover that left me. I painted it after that. I hope that money from charity
that I gave to this painting will be spend on something necessary in hospitals.

• Kaja

Banksy is one of the world’s most known English painters, who
started his career as a graffiti artist. His most iconic work “girl with a
balloon” was first known as “There’s always hope”.
This is a straight-forward, pleasing, matt painting of a small girl
illustrated in black and white colours. The author shows the
importance of a red, heart-muddled inflatable that perhaps has
slipped from her little grip by colouring it red.
Moreover the red balloon is an archetypal symbol many of us can
associate with, as the only spot of colour in the work, it's more than a
child’s toy, the red balloon evokes fragility of what it stands for:
innocence, dreams, hope and most likely love-due to its shape.
Regardless of whether you consider the girl as losing the inflatable, or
going to get it, the significance can be deciphered as lost honesty, or
the appearance of expectation and love.
Luckily, the distance between the girl and the balloon is not too big
yet so if she tries harder, she probably would be able to reach it
again.

• Grażyna

